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V
ive la République! This rallying cry 
often springs to mind when we 
think of the upheaval that France 
went through at the end of the 
18th century. After more than eight 

centuries of monarchy, the absolute rule of kings 
in the ancien régime came to a brutal end as the 
people called for change. 

The French Revolution would not be a 
peaceful transition of power, though, and 
thousands met their end on the guillotine – 
among them the anointed king himself,  

Louis XVI, and his wife Marie Antoinette. Yet 
the First French Republic would not last long 
before the highly successful military commander 
Napoleon Bonaparte spotted his opportunity 
and engineered a coup. Having beheaded 
their monarch in the name of “Liberté, égalité, 
fraternité”, the French people ultimately ended 
up under the rule of a dictator.

Aided by expert Professor Marisa Linton,  
we uncover how and why these dramatic events 
unfolded. Turn the page to follow France’s move 
from monarchy to republic...

30 Road to revolution
Key dates in France’s transition from absolute monarchy to republic

32 Everything you wanted to know about  
the French Revolution 

Professor Marisa Linton answers our questions on what drove the people of 
France to revolt in the late 18th century

36 Causes of the revolution
From an incompetent monarch to failing harvests and heavy taxation,  

France was ripe for change 

40 The storming of the Bastille 
The 1789 attack on the Parisian prison was the spark that ignited revolution

42 The Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen 
Discover the groundbreaking document that defined individual and  

collective rights for men

43 Women of the revolution
French women participated in almost every aspect of the revolution

46 Symbols of a new France 
Symbols, including a new flag, helped forge the identity of revolutionary France

48 The final days of Marie Antoinette
Inside the gruelling two months that preceded the French queen’s execution

52 Robespierre and the Terror
Robespierre presided over one of the bloodiest chapters in France’s history, but 

even he wasn’t safe from the ‘national razor’

56 The rise of Napoleon
How the political turmoil allowed a Corsican lieutenant to seize power and 

become emperor of France 
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 H The French Directory 
comes to power, consisting 

of an executive branch 
(the Five Directors) and 
a legislative branch (the 
Corps Législatif). It will 

rule for four years.

G The so-called September Massacres 
take place, with more than a thousand 

prisoners in Paris killed because  
of fears they are planning to join  

a counter-revolutionary plot.

H After months of increasing tension 
between Louis XVI and the Legislative 
Assembly, the Tuileries Palace – where 

the royal family is being held – is 
stormed by armed revolutionaries. 

 The National Constituent 
Assembly (formed from 
the National Assembly) 

adopts The 
Declaration of the 
Rights of Man and 
of the Citizen, a 

charter of human 
liberties inspired 

by Enlightenment 
thinkers and 

the American 
Declaration of 
Independence.

General Napoleon Bonaparte establishes 
himself as First Consul of France after 
leading a successful coup against the 

French Directory.

 H France is proclaimed 
an empire, with Napoleon 
crowning himself emperor 

later that year. d

H The French monarchy is officially 
abolished; the First French Republic 

is founded the following day.

F A crowd attacks 
the Bastille in Paris 
– the royal fortress 
and prison that has 
become a symbol 
of the monarchy’s 

dictatorial rule. 
Hoping to seize the 
ammunition stores 
within, the angry 
crowds seize the 

building and kill the 
prison governor. 

G The Duke of Orléans 
and many members of 
the nobility and clergy 

choose to join the 
National Assembly, the 
revolutionary assembly 

formed by representatives 
of the Third Estate on  

17 June.

Summoned by Louis XVI, 
the Estates-General is 

convened for the first time 
since 1614. Representatives 
of the three estates – the 
clergy (First Estate), the 
nobility (Second Estate) 
and the majority of the 

people (Third Estate) – are 
in attendance.

H Revolutionary and 
figurehead of the Terror 

Maximilien Robespierre is 
arrested and executed. A 
period commonly known 

as the Thermidorian 
Reaction begins.

G Members of the Third 
Estate take the Tennis 

Court Oath, pledging never 
to separate until a written 

constitution has been 
established in France. 

H Queen Marie Antoinette 
is found guilty of treason 

and executed by guillotine.

G Thousands of enemies of the revolution 
– whether real or perceived – are rounded 

up and executed during a period of 
violence known as the Terror.

G While trying to escape France, the 
royal family are arrested at Varennes and 
returned to the capital, where they are 

confined in the Tuileries Palace.

H Britain declares war on France in the 
American Revolutionary War. French 

money, troops, weaponry and ships help 
America achieve independence from 
Britain, but saddle France with debt.

H Found guilty of treason 
by the National Convention 

of France (successor to 
the Legislative Assembly), 
Louis XVI is executed by 

guillotine.

H A riot nearly breaks out among a group of women in 
Paris over the price of bread. It grows into a mass march 
on Versailles, where they force their demands on the king 

and make him and his family return to Paris.

17 MARCH 1778 

21 JANUARY 1793 

5–6 OCTOBER 1789 

27 JUNE 1789

2 NOVEMBER 1795

5 MAY 1789

20–21 JUNE 1791

SEPT 1793 – JULY 1794

14 JULY 178920 JUNE 1789

16 OCTOBER 1793

26 AUGUST 1789 

2–6 SEPTEMBER 1792

9 NOVEMBER 1799 18 MAY 1804

24–25 JUNE 1789

27–28 JULY 1794

10 AUGUST 179221 SEPTEMBER 1792 20 APRIL 1792

TIMELINE OF THE REVOLUTION

ROAD TO REVOL  UTION

The Legislative Assembly 
(France’s governing body 

under the Constitution 
of 1791) declares war 

on Austria – which had 
declared its support for 

Louis XVI in August 1791 – 
after that country refuses 
to recall its troops from 

the French border. 

 Louis XVI is forced to give 
in and orders delegates 
of the First and Second 

Estates to unite with 
the Third Estate in the 

National Assembly. The 
same day, the king orders 

the army to mobilise 
outside both Paris  

and Versailles.
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FRENCH REVOLUTION Q&A

THE FRENCH  
REVOLUTION

Professor Marisa Linton answers key questions about  
one of the most turbulent chapters in France’s history

Q:  Was the revolution
in France inevitable?

A:  I wouldn’t say it was inevitable, 
because, prior to the revolution, very  
few people in France could have 
anticipated that such a thing would 
happen. At the time, France was the most 
powerful regime in western Europe. It 
was wealthy, or at least it appeared so; it 
had a big army; it was very stable; and 
it had had an autocratic monarchy for 
centuries. Yet there were underlying 
problems in the country and it was 
these problems that brought about the 
revolution (see page 36). 

Q:  Was it only Paris that was
affected by the revolution, or did 
the unrest spread across France?

A:  The revolution affected the entire 
country, but in different ways. Everybody 

was very well aware of what was 
happening, even before the Estates-
General [the representative assembly 
of the three estates] met in 1789. The 
electoral process of selecting deputies 
to attend the Estates-General helped to 
politicise people, and books of grievances 
were drawn up, giving people the chance 
to say what they thought was wrong with 
the old regime. So the French people had 
begun to be politicised from May 1789 
onwards, really. 

Paris was certainly the 
epicentre of the most radical 
part of the French 
Revolution and it 
was also the place 
where, from 1793 
onwards, the 
guillotine was 
situated. So 
those living 
outside the 

capital didn’t always understand 
the revolution in the same way 
that Parisians did. 

It also depends on which 
revolution we’re talking 
about. In the summer of 1789, 
peasants – mostly in northern 

France – had wanted their 
own revolution. For them, the 

main problem was that they were 
caught up in a semi-feudal regime, 

which saw them paying dues to 
their principally noble overlords. These 

people of the Third Estate were paying 
the great bulk of French taxation, which 
was incredibly unjust and onerous. 
So, these peasants started their own 
revolution, known as the Great Fear; 
they burned down châteaux and they 
destroyed the records of feudal dues, 
hoping that in doing so, they wouldn’t 
have to pay them anymore. So at that 
point, peasants outside the capital really 
wanted revolution, but perhaps a rather 

different revolution to those living  
in Paris, and over time that divergence 
between Paris and the provinces  
became greater.

One of the biggest problems of the 
French Revolution was what should be 
done about the Catholic Church. The 
revolutionaries made the ultimately 
fateful decision to bring the Catholic 
Church under revolutionary control, 
essentially making members of the 
clergy swear an oath of loyalty to the 
revolution, and this proved an incredibly 
divisive decision. The majority of people 
in France at this time were Catholic, and 
something like half the clergy refused 
swear loyalty to the revolution. It created 
a huge division between loyalty to the 
Catholic Church and loyalty to the 
revolution. I think one of the biggest 
mistakes the revolutionaries made was 
to nationalise church property to pay for 
their continuing financial problems. 

In the spring of 1793, a whole area of 
western France, starting with the Vendée, 
revolted against the Parisian version of 
the revolution. And they did that partly 
for religious reasons, but also because 
they didn’t want to be forced to go and 
fight to defend France. They felt that the 

revolution had cheated them and not 
given them what they wanted. The unrest 
eventually turned into a terrible civil war 
between the peasants of the Vendée and 
the Parisian version of the revolution, 
and it was actually in the Vendée where 
the great majority of the people who died 
during the revolution met their deaths.

It’s not known for sure how many 
people died because many were 
displaced, but an awful lot of people  
were massacred, with violence on both 
sides, and the Republican Army was sent 
in to fight the peasants. Perhaps 200,000 
people died in the Vendée in total, over  
a long period time – far more than died 
by the guillotine in Paris, and yet it’s  
the guillotine that everybody knows  
and remembers.

Q:  Did the Enlightenment
influence the revolution?

A:  Well, it did and it didn’t. The 
Enlightenment did not make the 

revolution happen – the collapse of 
the old regime came about through 
a financial crisis, which had nothing 
to do with ideas and everything to do 
with money, credit, patronage and 
privilege. But once the old regime had 
collapsed, the ideas of Enlightenment 
philosophers become very important to 
the revolutionaries when they were  
deciding what kind of regime they 
wanted in place. You only have to look  
at the Declaration of the Rights of Man 
and of the Citizen, issued in August 1789,  
to see how influential the ideas of  
the Enlightenment were in terms of 
notions of equality, of liberty, of freedom 
of opinion. 

The revolutionaries instated equality 
before the law, which had not existed 
before the revolution, so they owed 
much to the philosophers of the 
Enlightenment. But that’s not to say 
that all philosophers wanted revolution; 
there was no Karl Marx plotting away 
before the French Revolution broke 
out. And there was no blueprint for 
revolution; it happened first and then 
the revolutionaries decided what they 
wanted to do with the situation in which 
they found themselves. 

“PERHAPS 200,000
PEOPLE DIED IN THE
VENDÉE – FAR MORE
THAN DIED BY THE

GUILLOTINE”

ABOVE: The Great Fear 
saw French peasants 
revolt against their huge 
tax burdens

LEFT: Citizens of  
the Vendée faced a 
revolutionary army after 
rejecting the Parisian 
version of revolution

MAIN: Republican troops take on the forces  
of the Vendée. Blood was shed on both sides, 
says Professor Marisa Linton

LEFT: Stained glass inside a Vendée chapel 
depicts a handful of the thousands who were 
killed in that region during the revolution

An effigy of the pope is burned in the 
grounds of the Palais Royal in 1791.  
The revolutionaries sought to bring the 
Catholic Church under their control

Everything you  
wanted to know about
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MARISA LINTON is professor emerita 
at Kingston University and an expert 
on the French Revolution, 18th-century 
politics and the Enlightenment

The Enlightenment shaped many 
assumptions about liberty and equality, 
but it certainly didn’t cause the 
revolution. Even Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
(1712–78), the Genevan philosopher who 
is sometimes credited with inciting the 
revolution through his ideas, declared 
that revolution was not worth a single 
life. I don’t think he would have approved 
of the French Revolution had he been 
alive when it happened.

Q:  Could the revolution
have been prevented by
a stronger king?

A:  Very possibly, yes. France at this time 
was such an autocratic regime, with one 
man holding power in his hands; if that 
man had a weakness then it affected 
everything. Louis XVI inherited a financial 
and political system that was badly in need 
of reform, and that was not his fault. But he 
wasn’t nearly ruthless or decisive enough to 
be a good autocratic ruler. He became king 
at the age of 19 and he was very aware of 

his own inadequacy. There’s an assumption 
often made about Louis XVI that he was a 
bit stupid, but this is far from the truth. He 
was an intelligent and hardworking man, 
and he tried to do his duty as he saw it. But 
he wasn’t the kind of man who could think 
outside the box, so when the old regime 
started to crumble, he had no clue what to 
do about it.

What’s more, from about the time of 
the failure of the Assembly of Notables in 
1787 [an advisory council summoned to 
advise the monarch in times of crisis], it 
looks as though Louis experienced what 
we might now describe as a breakdown. 
He withdrew from a lot of the decision 
making and took refuge in overeating 
and excessive drinking and hunting, not 
really facing up to what was happening. 
This was really bad policy on his part, as 

was listening too much to his wife, Marie 
Antoinette, because she certainly didn’t 
give him very good advice! 

Q:  What impact did Louis’
death have on public opinion
inside and outside of France?

A:  Louis’ execution was like a gauntlet 
that the revolutionaries threw down in 
front of the monarchists and crowned 
heads of Europe. It was a supremely 
important gesture. They could have 
imprisoned the king, but then he would 
have been a focus for future uprisings, or 
they could have sent him into exile. But 
again, that would have run the risk of 
him returning with an army against the 
revolutionaries. And so they made the 
monumental decision to kill him. 

Some revolutionaries wanted the 
decision about whether to execute the 
king to be put to the French people, but 
that could well have backfired: I think it’s 
pretty certain that if they had asked the 
wider public, the peasantry of France, 
what they wanted to be done with the 
king, they would not have said to kill 
him. But within Paris itself, there was 

huge hostility towards Louis, and many 
people were really quite indifferent to 
his fate. As one revolutionary said of the 
king: “We loved him. We trusted him. But 
he never loved us. He never cared for us.” 
They really felt betrayed after the royal 
family secretly fled Paris in June 1791;  
Louis helped seal his own fate with that 
terrible move.

The execution of the king also had 
huge repercussions outside France; not 
least, it brought the British into the war 
because they did not like this example 
of crowned monarchs being executed. 
And it greatly radicalised the position 
of opponents of the war. But Louis’ own 
brothers, who had emigrated by this 
time, did nothing to save him. He was 
pretty much hung out to dry, I think. 

Q:  What was Marie Antoinette’s
role in the revolution? Did she
really say “let them eat cake”?

A:  I don’t know any serious historian 
who credits the “let them eat cake” story. 
Marie Antoinette did not say it and we 
know that because Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
in his Confessions refers to an old story of 
a princess who was so out of touch with 
her own people that, when she was told 
that they were starving and did not have 
bread, declared “Oh, let them eat cake”. 

Marie Antoinette may not be guilty 
of that saying, but she had other faults. 
There were many problems with her 
as queen insofar as she had very little 
idea what the lives of ordinary French 
people were like. In fact, within the 
grounds of Versailles, she built her own, 
romanticised version of a French village 
– Hameau de la Reine (The Queen’s 
Hamlet) – in an idyllic, rustic style, 
complete with farmhouse, meadowland 
and water mill. No French peasant would 
have actually lived anywhere like this, 
but here the queen could escape with her 

“KING LOUIS XVI
TOOK REFUGE IN
OVEREATING AND

EXCESSIVE DRINKING”

friends and play at being a shepherdess. 
There were many other problems, 

too. One was that Marie Antoinette 
had a terrible reputation within 
France, partly because she and her 
husband had taken several years to 
consummate their marriage; Louis had 
a physical impediment but it was his 
wife who was blamed. They did have 
children eventually, but by then the 
assumption had been made that she was 
promiscuous, which wasn’t true. The 
only man that the queen may have had 
an affair with was Axel von Fersen, a 
Swedish count with whom, it seems, she 

was very much in love with. 
The fact that Marie Antoinette was 

Austrian didn’t help her case, either; 
France and Austria were old enemies and 
to many people, she was still an advocate 
of Austrian interests within France. 
People were even suspicious of the fact 
that Louis didn’t take mistresses, as was 
expected of a king at the time. 

Marie Antoinette was very politically 
reactionary, and she advocated some 
incredibly bad political decisions, 
including the disastrous flight from Paris 
that helped to break people’s faith in 
the monarchy. There was no question, 
really, that she would be found guilty and 
executed once the move had been taken 
to put her on trial. d
INTERVIEW: SPENCER MIZEN
WORDS: CHARLOTTE HODGMAN

ABOVE: The decision to execute Louis XVI sent 
shockwaves around Europe

LEFT: Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette’s failed 
attempt to flee Paris in June 1791 broke people’s 
faith in the monarchy

ABOVE: Louis XVI 
preferred hunting,  
lock-making and 
carpentry to his  
kingly duties 

LEFT: The ideas  
of Enlightenment 
philosopher 
Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau are often 
credited with inspiring 
the French Revolution

The royal couple eventually 
had four children together, 
three of whom are shown 
here. But Marie Antoinette’s 
heart truly belonged to Count 
Axel von Fersen (inset)

Hameau de la Reine  
at the Palace of Versailles  

was Marie Antoinette’s 
extravagant take on rural life
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CAUSES OF THE REVOLUTION

A more enlightened way of thinking, an unfair political  
system, financial crises and a weak king all combined to  

form a perfect revolutionary storm

What were the  

An intellectual movement that gained huge 
momentum across Europe during the 17th 
and 18th centuries, the Enlightenment 
fundamentally reshaped social, political and 
economic life. It concerned itself with the 
application of reason, liberalism, liberty and 
equality to everyday society, in order to 
foster a fairer and more progressive 
way of living.

One of its greatest 
influences was in the 
political arena, where  
some thinkers argued 
for representative 
government based on a 
constitution, rather than 
lawmakers being decided 
upon by heredity  
and privilege.

Stymied by a lack of political 
leverage, France’s educated 
bourgeoisie – lawyers, doctors, 
financiers and such like – were 
beginning to develop notions 
of constitutional government. 
They were quite possibly looking 
enviously across the Atlantic where the newly 
minted United States had shed its colonial 
chains and established a democratic system of 
government. They were certainly reading and 
discussing the ideas of political philosophers 
like John Locke, Jean-Jacques Rousseau and 
Baron de Montesquieu. 

Pamphlets were published and circulated 
spreading the collective disquiet towards 
the rigidity of French society. One proved 
especially significant. In January 1789, a 
clergyman named Emmanuel-Joseph Sieyès 

published Qu’est-ce que le Tiers-État? (What 
is the Third Estate?) Like others, he challenged 
the traditional model of French government, 
but did so in the clearest, most unambiguous 
fashion. Sieyès became engaged with political 
philosophy – particularly that of Locke –

during his studies as a student of theology, 
and became increasingly frustrated 

by the ascendancy through the 
ranks of the Church of those 

born into nobility, regardless 
of their skills or talents. 

Inspired by Thomas 
Paine, himself a key 
influencer whose work had 
directly contributed to the 

American Revolution, Sieyès 
called for the majority to have 

a say politically: “What is the 
Third Estate? Everything. What 

has it been hitherto in the political 
order? Nothing. What does it desire 
to be? Something.”

By deploying straightforward, 
inarguable logic, Sieyès articulated 
the concerns and grievances of the 

majority of the French population, irrespective 
of their economic level. To him, the Third 
Estate had always been the victim 
of a system of government that 
had never represented them  
and a nobility with only self-
interest at its heart. Not for 
nothing was What is the Third 
Estate? later described as “a script 
for revolution”.

In an attempt to carry out 
financial reforms and impose 

more taxes on the privileged nobility, King 
Louis XVI re-established the Estates-General, 
a general assembly that represented the three 
estates and which hadn’t been used since 1614. 
However, when representatives of the Third 
Estate discovered that the voting rights within 
the assembly would be the same as in earlier 
incarnations – meaning that the First and 
Second Estates could outvote the Third by a 
simple majority – they re-badged themselves 
as the revolutionary National Assembly and 
took a pledge of unity – known as the Tennis 
Court Oath – across their various social strata: 
“not to separate, and to reassemble wherever 
circumstances require, until the constitution 
of the kingdom is established”.

RIGHT: Emmanuel-
Joseph Sieyès embraced 

Enlightenment thought 
and argued for greater 

popular sovereignty 

BELOW: A title page of 
Sieyès’ What is the Third 
Estate? – a manifesto for 

the revolution 

“EMMANUEL-JOSEPH SIEYÈS
ARTICULATED THE CONCERNS

AND GRIEVANCES OF
THE MAJORITY”

CAUSES OF THE
REVOLUTION?

THE ENLIGHTENMENT

The English 
philosopher John 

Locke is commonly 
regarded as the 

‘father of liberalism’

Driven by Enlightenment ideas, 
members of the Third Estate make 
the Tennis Court Oath on 20 June 
1789, calling for a French constitution

Up until the dawn of revolution, in the 
era now known as the ancien régime, 
France was divided into three clear social 
classes, or estates. The First Estate was 
occupied by the Roman Catholic clergy. 
In the second half of the 18th century, 
it numbered around 130,000 in a 
wider population of around 28 million. 
Despite being an extremely wealthy 
institution that owned a significant 
portion of land, the Church paid 
virtually no taxes.

The Second Estate was a larger class, 
around 400,000 in size, and consisted 
of members of the French nobility. No 
one could become part of the Second 
Estate on merit; you were simply born 
into it or, as one of the bourgeoisie, 
you bought a venal office from the 
state (such as a seat on a parlement, 
a court that turned royal decrees into 
law). Collectively, members of the 
Second Estate owned between 
20 and 30 per cent of the land, but, 
again, were largely exempt from 
paying taxes.

The Third Estate was the strata in 
which the vast remainder of people 
found themselves. It was a broad 
cross-section, from the bourgeoisie at 
its pinnacle to peasant farmers at the bottom, 
the latter of whom accounted for around 85 
per cent of the population. Bankers to beggars 
and lawyers to labourers, the Third Estate 
paid almost all of France’s taxes, with peasant 
farmers disproportionately taxed, regardless of 
the quality of that summer’s harvest. 

Whether well-heeled professionals 
living in grand houses or Paris’ poverty-
stricken poor squeezed into squat, ill-fitting 
accommodation, the Third Estate was united in 
its lack of political power. The capitalist middle 
class were particularly aggrieved. They were 
the drivers of the French economy and desired 

to become 
accepted as part of the Second Estate, but the 
absence of birthright denied them easy access. 
They had the accoutrements of success, but not 
the political clout, instead being subject to the 
policies and laws determined by the monarchy 
and the favoured nobles.

THE ESTATES
SYSTEM

A 1789 caricature of the three estates, showing the Third 
being crushed by the First and Second under a rock of taxes
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CAUSES OF THE REVOLUTION

When it came to industrial development 
in the late 18th century, France was not as 
advanced as nations like Britain. The country’s 
agricultural sector was the foundation of 
its economy and the source of a substantial 
portion of its taxation revenue, meaning that 

the slow-moving economy, although enjoying 
buoyant colonial trade, was vulnerable to 
whatever the weather had in store for the 
farmers. As half of the rural peasantry either 
had no land or worked a small plot, poor 
harvests could be crippling – and that is 
exactly what happened during the 1770s and 
80s. The winters of 1787 and 1788 were freezing 
and austere, with the latter being particularly 
brutal. Grain reserves were ruined by the 
plummeting temperatures, while weather 
conditions presented huge obstacles in the 

transportation of crops and foodstuffs around 
the country as roads were blocked by snowfall 
and rivers froze over.

Worse was to come, though. When the snow 
melted with the arrival of spring, the farmers 
found their fields underwater; a second 
disastrous harvest was inevitable. This would 
exacerbate the sharp rise in the cost of flour, 
and therefore intensify the higher prices for 
bread. In fact, bread became such an expensive 
commodity that nine-tenths of the daily wage 
of a labourer or peasant farmer was spent on 
bread alone. And as the price rocketed, it was 
accompanied by a 25 per cent drop in real 
wages. Something had to give.

In the years that preceded the Revolution, 
France’s economy was in a parlous state, close 
to bankruptcy. Support of the United States 
in the American Revolutionary War (1775-83) 
had cost 1.3 billion livres – more than twice the 
collected annual revenue – while the earlier 
Seven Years’ War (1756–63) against Britain had 
cost around 1.8 billion livres and the War of the 
Austrian Succession (1740–48), 1 billion livres. 

While France’s desire to remain a significant 
player on the world stage was an ardent as 
ever, its grossly iniquitous tax system couldn’t 
possibly deliver the revenue required. Reform 
was urgently needed. While all citizens, 
regardless of status,  were technically required 
to pay the vingtième (one-twentieth) tax from 
its introduction in 1749, many in the First and 
Second Estates won exemption, and the tax did 
little to plug the void in the Crown’s coffers.

By the mid-
1780s, France’s  
national debt  
had reached  
4 billion livres, 
a figure added 
to each year by 
a deficit of 100 
million livres. Thanks 
to inadequate levels 
of taxation, France was 
forced to borrow heavily, but 
that, too, was costly. Without a national bank, 
the government depended on private institutions 
charging high interests, which saw France  pay 
nearly twice as much interest on loans as Britain. 

Higher taxation was the only way to avoid 
financial catastrophe, but the Third Estate 
bore the vast bulk of the burden, including the 

gabelle, the unpopular salt tax. Louis XVI’s 
repeated attempts to raise revenue through 
tax reform were continually batted back by 
parlements wishing to see the Second Estate, 
of which they were part, remain largely free 
from taxation. In an attempt to break the 
deadlock, the king invoked an Assembly of 
Notables –  an advisory council of clergymen 
and nobles – in 1787. Again, self interest 
weighed heavier than the national cause and 
the deadlock remained.

The architect of the king’s proposals, finance 
minister Charles-Alexandre de Calonne, was 
furious at the intransigence, and published 
the public finances in an attempt to show 
how close to financial rock bottom France 
was. Although galvanising public outrage, his 
idea wasn’t watertight for him personally. A 
predictably annoyed monarch, unwilling for 
the population to see how dire the situation 
was, dismissed Calonne from his position.

Louis XVI was still a teenager when he 
succeeded his grandfather to the throne in 
1774, and he inherited a nation in spiralling 
turmoil financially, politically and socially. 
The young Louis believed himself to be ill-
equipped to lead France onto more stable 
ground. His personality was defined by 
indecision and conservatism at a time when 
the country needed strong leadership. A 
despotic monarch he certainly was not. Indeed, 
few of Louis’ predecessors would have declared 
that they “must always consult public opinion; 
it is never wrong,” as he did.

This lack of leadership, allied to the 
revelations about the woeful public finances and 
the ideals of the Enlightenment, caused many 
in France to consider alternatives to absolute 
monarchy. Furthermore, the public disdain for 
Louis’ queen, the Austrian archduchess Marie 
Antoinette, went undisguised. Suspected of 
being supportive of her native Austria (one of 
France’s greatest enemies during the second half 
of the 18th century), the queen was accused of 
adultery, incest and homosexuality, making her 
a target for the relentless ridicule of the satirists 
of the day. 

Marie Antoinette was widely known as 
Madame Déficit on account of her largely 

uncontrolled spending. She even had an 
immaculately appointed theatre installed in 
the continually upgraded Palace of Versailles. 
Such lavish fripperies when France was 
staring into a financial abyss served only to 
turn up the heat on the monarchy. Versailles 
became a symbol of its decadence, as well as 
the destination of a weapon-toting underclass 
with insurrection on their minds. d 

WORDS: NIGE TASSELL

ECONOMIC HARDSHIP

FINANCIAL CRISES

AN INEFFECTUAL 
MONARCHY

LEFT: French involvement in numerous wars, most recently the American Revolutionary War, had left 
the country in severe debt 

RIGHT: Charles Alexandre de Calonne attempted to introduce new taxes on the First and Second Estates; his ultimate failure saw him exiled from France 

ABOVE: To many, the extravagant Palace of Versailles was a symbol of the excesses of the French monarchy 
LEFT: Louis XVI did not have the temperament to be a despotic king, and came to the throne with France in turmoil

Caricaturists were not kind to the weak-willed Louis XVI, depicting the king as an animal or “cursed beast”

For her opulence, 
Marie Antoinette was 

a much-despised 
figure at the top of 
the ancien régime, 
and a target for the 
revolutionaries 

On 5 October 1789, the high prices of bread 
led a group of women in Paris to storm 

the Hôtel de Ville (as seen in this 
illustration). Their numbers 

swelling into the thousands, they 
then marched on Versailles

Louis XVI presided over  
a session of the Assembly of 

Notables in 1787, but virtually no 
one was interested in tax reform 

“LACK OF LEADERSHIP
CAUSED MANY TO

CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES
TO ABSOLUTE MONARCHY”
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THE STORMING OF THE BASTILLE

The storming of the Bastille on 14 July 1789  
was not merely a revolt, but the spark that lit  

the touch paper of revolution

A
s dawn broke over the 
Bastille on 14 July 1789, 
Bernard-René Jourdan 
de Launay – governor 
of the 400-year-old 

royal fortress – must have sensed that 
this was to be a day like no other.

 How could he have thought 
otherwise? For days now, a mob had 
rampaged through the streets of Paris, 
clashing with royal troops, attacking 
properties owned by the clergy, and 
looting food and weaponry.

 De Launay would, no doubt, have 
looked on with alarm at the chaos 
unfolding around him from his vantage 
point near the River Seine. Yet, for all the 
mayhem, not even de Launay could have 
guessed the sheer power of the storm 
that was set to break over him. For the 
governor was about to play a central role 
in the defining moment of the French 

Revolution. He 
was to be the fall 
guy in an event 
now known as 

the storming of 
the Bastille.

 If revolution 
was in the air in 

1789, it certainly 
wasn’t 13 years earlier 

when de Launay became 
governor of the Bastille. France was 

one of Europe’s oldest and apparently 
most stable monarchies, its ruler, King 
Louis XVI, seemingly holding the nation 
in a vice-like grip.

 But over the following decade, soaring 
unemployment, rocketing taxes, and 
the insouciance of the nobility at the 
sufferings of the poor had undermined 
the people’s faith in their leaders. When a 
series of harvests failed in the late 1780s, 

obedience gave way to revolutionary rage.
 By May 1789, Louis XVI had 

summoned France’s ancient Estates-
General for the first time in more than 
175 years, hoping it would agree to 
financial and tax reform and help the 
French state out of bankruptcy.

 
A CALL TO ARMS
When this failed, Louis took two 
decisions that would bring revolution  
to the streets of Paris. First, he gave 
orders for troops (many of them foreign) 
to assemble around Versailles and Paris. 
Then, on 11 June, he dismissed his 
popular minister, Jacques Necker,  
who had shown sympathy for the calls 
for reform.

 In the French capital, Louis’ double 
move fanned the flames of an already 
feverish atmosphere. With rumours of a 
conservative coup swirling, the people of 

The Bastille may have been attacked by a crowd 
of Parisians on the afternoon of 14 July 1789. But 
when it was constructed in the late 14th century, 
it was with a very different brand of marauding 
assailant in mind: the English.

 This fortress, just north of the Seine, was built 
by King Charles V to protect Paris as an English 
army menaced northern France at the height of 
the Hundred Years’ War. With the conflict over and 
the English defeated, the building eventually took 
on a new – and more sinister – role: as a prison 
for opponents of the monarchy. It housed an 
average of 40 enemies of the state, many of them 
incarcerated there without recourse to trial. 

The Bastille’s status as a political prison made it 
an obvious target for the revolutionaries.  
Yet, ironically, when they 
stormed the fortress in the 
summer of 1789, they found 
just seven prisoners inside: 
four forgers, a “lunatic”, a 
failed assassin of Louis XV, 
and a “deviant” aristocrat.

 All seven prisoners were 
freed from the Bastille. But 
the building itself would not 
be so lucky. By the end of 
1789 it had been destroyed 
– a visible symbol of the 
dismantling of royal tyranny.

HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT
Originally used to house English 
prisoners, the Bastille came to be a  
hated symbol of the ancien régime

Paris took to the streets. On 12 July, more 
than 10,000 descended on the Palais 
Royal just north of the Seine. It was here 
that the leading revolutionary Camille 
Desmoulins uttered the famous rallying 
cry: “Citizens, there is no time to lose... 
this very night all the Swiss and German 
battalions will leave the Champ de Mars 
to massacre us all; one resource is left; to 
take arms!”

 And take arms they did – wherever they 
could find them. On 14 July, the crowd 
descended on the Hotel des Invalides, a 
residence for old and disabled soldiers, 
where they found around 30,000 muskets. 
But there was a problem: the muskets had 
no powder or shot. The commandant at 
the Invalides had transferred 250 barrels 
of gunpowder for safe storage to another 
location in the city: the Bastille.

 As a long-time prison for the 
monarchy’s political opponents, the 
Bastille was always likely to be a target 
for the revolutionaries; its possession of 
gunpowder only increased their desire to 
breach its walls.

 But if the crowd of just under a 
thousand that descended on the building 
on 14 July believed that de Launay’s 
garrison – which included 82 veteran 
soldiers and 32 Swiss grenadiers, fortified 
by 18 eight-pound guns and 12 smaller 
artillery pieces – was going to hand over 
the gunpowder without a fight, they were 
to be disappointed.

 At first, the two sides attempted to 
negotiate an agreement. Yet, sometime 
in the early afternoon, the crowd lost its 
patience, surged into the outer courtyard 
and broke the chains on the drawbridge. 
Soon gunshots were ringing out from the 
ranks of the defenders. The fortress had 
been engulfed in violence.

 The Bastille’s fate was decided by one 
group of soldiers that chose to intervene 
in the fighting, and one that didn’t. Just 

after 3pm, mutinous soldiers arrived to 
reinforce the attackers, bringing with them 
cannons. All the while, a large force of royal 
troops encamped on the Champ de Mars 
stood aside and left the fortress to its fate.

Abandoned and isolated, de Launay 
had little room to manoeuvre. At 5pm he 
ordered the garrison to stop firing and 
offered to surrender, while threatening 
to explode the powder stocks if the 
garrison were not permitted to evacuate 
unharmed. Yet with no water supply, this 
was little more than an empty threat. By 
5.30pm, the beleaguered governor had 
accepted the inevitable, and allowed the 
attackers to surge in.

UNSTOPPABLE MOMENTUM
While just one defender had died in the 
storming of the Bastille, 98 attackers had 
lost their lives – and it wasn’t long before 
de Launay was feeling the fury of the 
mob’s thirst for revenge. It’s reported that 
such was the beating he endured after 
being dragged out of the building, that 
he shouted "Enough! Let me die!" and 
kicked a pastry cook named Dulait in the 
groin. At this, the crowd fell upon him 
and stabbed him to death. 

PRISON BREAK

The man who began the day as the 
governor of one of the most feared 
symbols of monarchical power ended 
it with his head attached to a pike. One 
English witness described the spectacle 
as a “chilling and a horrid sight” – and he 
wasn’t the only observer to be appalled 
by what had unfolded. When Louis XVI 
learned of the fall of the Bastille, he asked 
the Duke of La Rochefoucauld: “Is it a 
revolt?” “No sire,” the duke replied. “It’s  
a revolution.”

It was indeed a revolution, and the 
storming of the Bastille would give that 
revolution an unstoppable momentum. 
In the wake of the events of 14 July 1789, 
French aristocrats would take flight, King 
Louis would find himself permanently 
on the back foot and the revolutionaries 
would believe that anything was possible 
in their bid to reshape their nation. In 
1880, 14 July would become Bastille 
Day, France’s national day. It was due 
recognition for a bloody few hours that 
would change the nation forever. d 

WORDS: SPENCER MIZEN

“BY 5.30PM, THE BELEAGUERED
GOVERNOR HAD ACCEPTED THE

INEVITABLE, AND ALLOWED
THE ATTACKERS TO SURGE IN”

INSET: The 
Bastille’s governor, 
Bernard-René Jourdan 
de Launay, had been in 
charge of the prison 
fortress for 13 years

MAIN: Nearly a 
thousand people  
are thought to have 
descended on the 
Bastille on 14 July 1789

The severed heads  
of de Launay and 
Parisian public servant 
Jacques de Flesselles 
were paraded through 
the streets on pikes 

LEFT: A painting  
shows the radical 
journalist Camille 

Desmoulins whipping 
up the excited crowd

RIGHT: The mob initially 
made their way to the 

Hotel des Invalides, 
where they managed 

to seize muskets 

An elderly prisoner 
is rescued from  
the smoke-filled 
prison fortress
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WRITING A  
NEW CHAPTER
A pivotal document, issued in 1789, would  
set out a fresh agenda for France and its people

T
he year 1789 represented a 
watershed in the evolution of 
democratic government. Not 
only was this the year that the 
fledgling United States agreed 

upon 12 amendments to the Constitution – 
10 of which would later become the Bill of 
Rights – but it was also when revolutionary 
France issued the Declaration of the 
Rights of Man and of the Citizen, a pivotal 
document that went further than the 
American Declaration of Independence in 
setting out principles of freedom of belief, 
freedom of speech, of equality and  
justice before the law.

That the amended Constitution and 
the Declaration emerged in the same 
year was no coincidence. France’s 
revolutionary zeal drew heavily from 
events over the past decade or so on the 
other side of the Atlantic. Indeed, one 
of the Bill of Rights’ main advocates – 
the US minister to France (and future 
president) Thomas Jefferson – was 
consulted at length by the Declaration’s 
authors when it was being drafted.

The author of the tone-setting original 
draft, the Marquis de Lafayette, 
was strongly influenced by the 
pervasive and progressive ideas 
of the Enlightenment. 
His thinking was 

predominantly shaped by political 
philosophers such as John Locke and Jean-
Jacques Rousseau, and their development 
of the concept of the social contract, the 
basis of democratically representative 
government. The Baron de Montesquieu was 
another significant influence, specifically 
his thinking around the separation of 
powers in and around government. Such a 
structure obviously appealed to a country 
in the process of erasing the notion of the 
divine right of kings.

The Declaration laid the dynamite for 
the destruction of the estates system, 
opening up society and promoting social 

equality. “All the citizens,” it admirably 
announced, “being equal in the eyes 

of the law, are equally admissible 
to all public dignities, places, and 
employments, according to their 
capacities and without distinction 
other than that of their virtues 
and of their talents.”

STRICT LIMITS
However, it wasn’t quite the 

all-embracing document 
it may have appeared. 

While undeniably a 
monumental step 

towards universal 
rights, the 

Declaration’s definition of ‘citizens’ didn’t 
exactly include everyone. Far from it. A 
marked distinction remained – a two-tier 
system of citizenship. Those whose political 
rights were protected and supported by 
the Declaration became known as ‘active 
citizens’. These were exclusively men who 
were French, aged 25 and older, and who 
had paid taxes equal to three days of work. 
Out of a population of 29 million, fewer 
than five million people were able to steer 
the new republic via the ballot box.

The remainder – ‘passive citizens’ – 
were as politically disenfranchised as they 
had been under the ancien régime; what’s 
more, the document made no reference 
to women, who were not recognised 
as active citizens. In 1791, playwright 
and political pamphleteer Marie Gouze 
(known as Olympe de Gouges) published 
the Declaration of the Rights of Woman 
and of the Female Citizen, promoting 
equality between the sexes and pointing 
out that women could be tried under the 
law yet couldn’t participate in the shaping 
of that law. “Women have the right to 
mount the scaffold,” she argued. “They 
must also have the right to mount the 
speaker’s rostrum.”

Despite its substantial shortcomings, 
Lafayette’s Declaration did form 
the foundation stone for the French 
Constitution and for subsequent advances 
in civil rights, including the abolition of 
the slave trade. Its publication certainly 
ensured that the year 1789 made a hugely 
significant contribution to the pages of 
political history. d
WORDS: NIGE TASSELL

ABOVE: The Bill of Rights 
was added to the US 
Constitution in the same 
year France issued its 
famous Declaration

RIGHT: Playwright  
Olympe de Gouges 
published her own tract  
in 1791, criticising the 
Declaration’s male-only 
definition of a ‘citizen’

Illustrated versions of the 
Declaration, painted by 
Jean-Jacques-François Le 
Barbier, on display at the  
Musée Carnavalet, Paris

A portrait of the 
Marquis de Lafayette, 

author of the 
Declaration’s first draft

CITIZENS’ RIGHTS
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WOMEN OF THE REVOLUTION

LIBERTY,  
EQUALITY, SORORITY?

The French Revolution was a time of great upheaval,  
but women still had to battle to make themselves heard

“I 
killed one man to save 
100,000,” Charlotte 
Corday allegedly claimed 
during her trial for the 
grisly assassination of 

the revolutionary Jean-Paul Marat. 
Disillusioned with the radical and violent 
direction that Marat’s radical Montagnard  
faction was taking, Corday tricked 
herself into the leader’s household on 
13 July 1793. She surprised Marat as he 
worked in his bathtub and plunged a 
knife into his chest, killing him instantly. 
Her act of violence – since immortalised 

in Jacques-Louis David’s painting, The 
Death of Marat (see page 45)– is one of 
the most infamous of the period; it sent 
shockwaves through Paris and changed 
the perception of women’s capabilities. 
But Corday was by no means the only 
woman to seize the revolution as an 
opportunity for action.

SALONS AND SOCIETIES
Prior to revolution, in the eyes of many 
Enlightenment thinkers, women’s 
biological differences marked them as 
second to men in the natural order –  

they were expected to submit to their 
fathers and husbands. Some minds of the 
day, including philosopher Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau, thought that women should 
have the right to some education, but 
that this should be focused on caring and 
educating children, as women differed 
from men in their “natural rights”.

Yet as revolution swept through France, 
bringing ideals of equality and fraternity, 
women found ways to participate in 
every aspect. There were those who saw 
a chance to progress women’s rights 
alongside those of French men, like 
activist and writer Olympe de Gouges – 
she declared in 1791: "Woman is born 
free and lives equal to man in her rights." 
There were women such as Marie-Jeanne 
Roland and Germaine de Staël – known 
as salonnières – who hosted salons where 
revolutionary ideas were fostered and 
political power was brokered. And, of 
course, there were women who took 

ABOVE: Wealthy writers such as Germaine de Staël (pictured) spread revolutionary ideas at their salons
LEFT: An illustration from Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s treatise Emile, which argued that women should focus on childcare rather than their own education

Charlotte Corday’s murder  
of Jean-Paul Marat sent 
shockwaves through Paris. She 
was executed on 17 July 1793, 
just four days after the killing
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FEMALE VOICES  
OF THE REVOLUTION
Three women who ended up paying the 
ultimate price for their political activities

OLYMPE DE GOUGES 
The writer and activist was born 
Marie Gouze, a self-educated 
butcher’s daughter from the south 
of France. She was largely 
responsible for the introduction of 
women’s rights to the revolutionary 
cause. Addressing her 1791 pamphlet 
Declaration of the Rights of Woman 
and of the Female Citizen to Marie 
Antoinette, Gouze became a rallying 
voice for women’s citizenship. Her 

writing, along with her association with the Girondins, was 
also her death sentence; she was denounced as “unnatural” 
and guillotined during the Terror, in 1793.

CHARLOTTE CORDAY
A minor aristocrat, Corday was involved in the revolution 
from its early days, attending political meetings and 
becoming inspired by the ideas of the Girondin faction. 
She felt that the Montagnard faction was too radical 
and she wanted to 
save the revolution 
by eliminating 
Montagnard leader 
Jean-Paul Marat. 
Her assassination of 
Marat as he bathed is 
an infamous turning 
point in how women 
were viewed during 
the revolution. 
Corday was 
guillotined for the 
murder in 1793, and 
remains a symbol 
of women’s actions 
during the tumult 
that swept  
across France.

MARIE-JEANNE ROLAND
Madame Roland was a writer and 
hostess of a key bourgeois Paris 
salon in which revolutionary ideals 
first brewed. She gained influence in 
the government when her husband, 
Jean-Marie Roland, became minister 
of the interior under Louis XVI in 
1792 – she helped to draft many 
government speeches, including a 
letter by her husband that criticised 

the king, and the Rolands went on to wield power and 
influence at the centre of the Girondin faction. Marie-Jeanne 
was arrested in May 1793 in place of her husband – who  
had fled in fear of his own arrest – and was executed by 
guillotine in November that year. Her last words: “Oh 
Liberty, what crimes are committed in thy name!” 

APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION
Anger at rising food shortages drove thousands of women to confront the king in person

Women played a pivotal role in an 
event often known as the October Days, 
or the October March, that propelled the 
first stage of the revolution into a new 
balance of power. 

On the morning of 5 October 
1789, many Parisian women were 
demonstrating over the price of bread in 
Paris – flour had been scarce and there 
was a growing feeling that food was 
being purposely withheld from the poor. 
There had also been rumours that the 
previous night, the king had entertained 
officers with a lavish banquet. Soon, 
the demonstrators were joined by other 

women from nearby marketplaces, the 
growing mob capturing the Hôtel de 
Ville, and ransacking the city armoury. 

Numbers were swelled further by other 
agitators seeking political reform, and 
a group of as many as 7,000 people 
marched 12 miles south to Versailles to 
put demands to the king. Talks took  
place overnight, though in the early  
hours of 6 October some rioters gained 
access to the palace to search out the 
queen’s apartments. 

The insurrection was quelled quickly 
by the king’s troops, but the situation 
remained tense, and Louis XVI was 

persuaded by the Marquis  
de Lafayette to address the 
rioters who were still surging 
around the palace. 

The violence ceased upon 
word from the king that he and 
the royal family would abandon 
their opulent palace and move 
to the city; once there, they 
were under the control of the people. 
What’s more, the October March had 
demonstrated the power and capability 
of the common people – the Third  
Estate – and more importantly, the 
women of Paris. 

up arms in physical revolt. In October 
1789, as flour shortages and hunger in 
Paris led to discontent that boiled over 
into anger, women were at the centre of 
the maelstrom (see box, above).

There were also those who petitioned 
government for more particular rights; in 
March 1792, Pauline Léon addressed the 
Legislative Assembly on behalf of Parisian 
women to suggest that a female militia 
should be formed to defend their homes, 
amid increasing counter-revolutionary 
violence. Though it was ultimately turned 
down, her petition was signed by more 

ones with differing aims. For example, 
though Marie-Jeanne Roland is rightly 
remembered as an influential woman of 
the revolution, she was not an advocate 
for political rights for women, who she 
felt were still most effective in their 
domestic roles, and she loathed radical 
behaviour by the sans-culottes (the 
mostly working-class people of Paris). 

There were also those we might today 
call ‘male allies’, such as intellectual and 
aristocrat Marie-Jean Caritat, Marquis 
de Condorcet. In July 1790 he published 
a newspaper article that argued that 
France’s millions of women should enjoy 
equal political rights with men. The 
article caused a sensation, addressing 
the widely held feeling that women did 
not possess the same capacity as men for 
rationality or a sense of justice. Condorcet 
challenged critics to “show me a natural 
difference between men and women on 
which the exclusion could legitimately 
be based”. In turn, Condorcet’s article 
inspired the Cercle Social, one of 
the most progressive social clubs in 
revolutionary Paris, which launched a 
campaign for women’s rights in 1790–91. 

HAMPERED AMBITIONS
But the state of revolution that allowed 
women this sense of social progress was 
not to last. Despite their presence at the 
centre of many factions and salons, the 
prevalent view was still that women 
could best serve the cause by acting as 
‘republican mothers’ – teaching their 
sons to honour and love the republic, 
and supporting the new society that was 
being carved out. Time and again, critics 

insisted that nature determined different 
but complementary roles for men and 
women. These divisions and divergent 
aims – both between individuals and 
classes of women, and mirrored in the 
movement at large – hampered any 
chances of real progress. 

In May 1793, women were banished 
from government proceedings and shortly 
afterwards, they were forbidden from 
forming any political assembly. Corday’s 
assassination of Marat in July became 
a rallying point for the revolutionary 
government, and in October 1793, all 
women’s clubs were outlawed.

The question of whether the French 
Revolution furthered women’s rights 
remains a contentious point among 
historians today. Some social rights were 
granted to women; new inheritance laws, 
for example, meant that, irrespective of 
gender, children could inherit parents’ 
wealth equally. There was another step 
forward for the legal status of unmarried 
mothers and their children, while a new 
law enabling divorce gave equal terms for 
men and women. 

But as Napoleon rose to power, ideals 
of republican motherhood persevered. 
Though the revolution was undoubtedly 
a time of great debate concerning the 
status and rights of women from all 
social classes, the revolution did not 
change much in terms of their ability to 
contribute to a French democracy. And 
though the revolution had long ripples, it 
cannot be seen as a direct contributor to 
women’s suffrage in France – a right that 
they would not receive until 1945. d
WORDS: ELINOR EVANS

than 300 women. Léon was no stranger 
to armed struggle; she had marched on 
the Bastille in July 1789, carrying her own 
pike. But as with other women, Léon’s 
participation was not confined to rioting 
and demonstrating; in 1793 she, together 
with actress Claire Lacombe, founded 
the Society of Revolutionary Republican 
Women, a short-lived organisation that 
pushed for women’s right to contribute 
to the revolution. 

It was by no means the only such 
society; social clubs and revolutionary 
salons were important outlets, albeit 
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“TIME AND AGAIN, CRITICS 
INSISTED THAT NATURE

DETERMINED DIFFERENT BUT
COMPLEMENTARY ROLES 

FOR MEN AND WOMEN”
ABOVE: Around 7,000 
people, many of them 
women, marched to 
Versailles in October 
1789, imploring the 
royal family to return 
with them to Paris

LEFT: Protesters  
also delivered a 
petition to the 
National Assembly 
the following month, 
demanding rights for 
women

ABOVE: Male ‘allies’ such as 
Marie-Jean Caritat backed the  efforts of revolutionary women
MAIN: Jacques-Louis David’s  1793 depiction of Murat’s murder  is arguably the most famous

Women’s associations emerged during the 

revolution, advocating gender equality
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SYMBOLS OF THE REVOLUTION

H CLOTHING
The working-class sans-culottes 
movement was an important political 
group in the revolution. The term, 
literally meaning ‘without breeches’, 
was a reference to the fact that 
members typically wore trousers 
or pantaloons, as opposed to the 
knee-breeches sported by noble and 
bourgeois men. Some sans-culottes 
were poor and had little choice 
when it came to clothing, but many 
members deliberately shunned the 
clothing of the aristocracy, believing 
that all people were equal and should 
not be segregated by fashion, and 
so that they could be identified 
as working men, as opposed to 
‘gentlemen’, or men who did not 
labour with their hands.

F GUILLOTINE
Ask most people what image springs 
to mind when they think of the French 
Revolution, and they will probably say  
the guillotine. Named after its creator,  
Dr Joseph-Ignace Guillotin, the guillotine 
dispatched prisoners quickly, efficiently 
and humanely – or at least that’s what its 
adherents believed. In total, 2,639 people 
are known to have been executed by 
guillotine in Paris during the course of 

the revolution, along with thousands  
of other people across France. d

WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

F ANTHEM
Written in just one night by army officer 
Claude-Joseph Rouget de Lisle – to rally troops 
to defend France in the war against Austria 
in 1792 – ‘La Marseillaise’ was adopted as the 
official anthem of the French Republic three 
years later. Originally entitled ‘War Song for 
the Army of the Rhine’, the anthem gained 
its more famous name due to its popularity 
among volunteer soldiers from Marseille.

 COCKADES
Tricolore cockades were 
knots of red, white and 
blue ribbon worn to 
show support for the 
revolution. A blue and 
red cockade (the ancient 
colours of Paris) was 
presented to Louis XVI 
after the storming 
of the Bastille 
in 1789, with 
the royal white 
said to have 
been added by 
the Marquis de 
Lafayette to show 
loyalty to the crown. 
In 1792, when the tricolore 
cockade became the official symbol of 
the revolution, the three colours were 
said to represent the three estates of 
French society: the clergy (blue), the 
nobility (white) and ordinary French 
people (red).

Symbolism played a major role in the French Revolution as  
the imagery of the ancien régime was swept away

G TRICOLORE FLAG
Inspired by the cockades (see opposite page) 
worn by revolutionaries, the tricolore became 
the national flag of France in 1790. Red and 
blue were the colours of Paris, while white 
represented the monarchy (which hadn’t yet 
been abolished). Originally ordered red, white, 
blue, the colours were reversed in 1794 to 
create the flag we still see today.

G REPUBLICAN 
CALENDAR
In October 1793, France’s National 
Convention adopted a new calendar 
comprising 12 months, each named 
after a natural element – Fructidor 
(‘month of fruits’), for example, ran 
from 18 August until 16 September. 
Days of the week were named for 
a seed, flower, tree, tool, animal or 
fruit. The revolutionary calendar was 
abolished by Napoleon in 1806.

 PHRYGIAN CAP
This brimless red hat, often worn by revolutionaries, was 
inspired by that worn by the people of ancient Phrygia (in 
present-day Turkey), as well as the pileus, a cap given to 
Roman slaves once they had gained their freedom.

F FASCES
The fasces – a bundle 
of rods with an axe 
at the centre – was 
an ancient Roman 
symbol of power 
and authority. It 
was adopted by the 
revolutionaries to 
show that the French 
people were united 
behind a single cause: 
liberty. Variations 
of the fasces used 
a Phrygian cap (see 
below left) in place  
of a blade.

 LIBERTY 
TREES
Inspired by a similar concept that 
developed in the US during the 
Revolutionary War, liberty trees – 
often elm – were adopted by the 
French Revolutionary government 
in 1792 as symbols of the Republic, 
and planted all over France.

COVERING UP
The guillotine’s oak frame 
was often painted red to 
disguise the blood that 
coated it

DEADLY 
PRECISION
The steel blade  
of the guillotine 
weighed more  
than 40kg – once 
deployed, it would 
reach the victim’s 
neck in less than  
a second

AWAITING FATE 
The unfortunate victim would 
place their head into the 
wooden stock. Once severed 
by the blade, it would fall into 
the basket below – much to 
the delight of spectators

IDENTITY
Forging a new
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M
arie Antoinette 
arrived at the 
Conciergerie in the 
Temple Prison, Paris, 
at 3am, after being 

torn from the arms of her daughter, 
Marie-Thérèse, and her sister-in-law, 
Madame Élisabeth. Her husband, King 
Louis XVI, had been executed earlier 
in the year and her youngest son, Louis 
Charles, had been taken from her a 
month earlier.

Marie Antoinette was quickly 
escorted to a cell below the level of 
the prison courtyard. The brick-
tiled floor was covered with muddy 
slime and water trickled down the 
walls due to the proximity to the 
Seine. When the river was low, it 
was possible to see shreds of the old 
wallpaper – decorated, ironically, 
with the fleur-de-lis.

The queen stared at the bare 
walls. When she found a nail, 
she hung her watch on it and then 
stretched out on her bed – a folding 
cot that was thought (by some) too 
good for the queen. “The most infected 
dungeon with a few trusses of straw for 
a bed,” remarked a guard, “is all that is 
necessary”.

EXPENSES SPARED
However, the current prison wardens, 
Toussaint and Marie Anne Richard, were 
known to be compassionate and showed 
their prisoners respect and consideration. 
They took great risks to provide Marie 
Antoinette with small comforts: a pillow; 
a small table with two straw chairs; a 
small wooden box of powder and a tin 
pot of pomade.

The queen and her wardens were 
under constant surveillance. Only a 
screen separated the queen from two 
guards who could be found drinking, 

smoking, and playing cards at any time 
of the day.

When the queen implored Madame 
Richard for a fresh supply of clothing, 
the orders from the revolutionary 
government were so stern and strict 
that the apprehensive warden did not 
dare grant her wishes. However, when 
Richard noticed that Marie Antoinette’s 
bonnet was no longer capable of being 
mended, she took the risk to ask for a 
new one. Curiously, the government 
officials complied and the queen received 
two new bonnets. It is known that they 
cost seven livres each – the queen’s 
expenses were meticulously recorded 
during her incarceration.

The officials must have taken notice 
of the cost of the new bonnets because, 
on 26 September, they ordered police to 
search through the queen’s belongings 
left in the Temple prison to find any 

A portrait of Marie Antoinette 
by Élisabeth Vigée Le Brun, 
painted in 1783. The queen’s 
stint in prison was a world 
away from the opulence she 
was accustomed to

2 AUGUST 1793

clothing that she might need and to send 
it along. The decree dryly added: “It is 
expected that this will result in savings.”

Worried about the melancholy queen, 
one day Madame Richard brought her 
youngest child, Fanfan, with her to the 
queen’s cell. He was a charming lad with 
fair hair and blue eyes but, when the 
queen saw him, she reportedly trembled 
with emotion and, taking him into her 
arms, covered him with kisses. She then 
burst into tears and spoke of her own 
son who was about the same age, but still 
imprisoned in the Temple prison. She 
said she thought of him constantly day 
and night. This incident reportedly made 
the queen so distressed that she had to 
lie down. Madame Richard confided 
to Rosalie, the prison maid, that she 

“THE WARDENS TOOK
GREAT RISKS TO PROVIDE
MARIE ANTOINETTE WITH

SMALL COMFORTS”
ABOVE LEFT: 
Marie Antoinette’s 
husband, King Louis 
XVI, had been executed  
by guillotine in the 
Place de la Révolution 
on 21 January 1793 

ABOVE RIGHT: The 
queen’s youngest son, 
Louis Charles, is torn 
from her arms in July 
1793. Her daughter, 
Marie-Thérèse, was 
taken away in August

RIGHT: Louis Charles 
sits alone in a squalid 
cell. The heir to the 
French throne would 
succumb to illness in 
1795, aged 10

Some guards believed the queen’s bleak cell at the Conciergerie was too good for her

MARIE ANTOINETTE
When the French queen was indicted in August 1793, she asked  
that she would not “suffer long”. However, she went on to spend 

more than two months living in squalor before her eventual 
execution. Will Bashor tells the story of Marie Antoinette’s demise

The Final Days of
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would take care never to bring her son 
into the prison again.

However, Madame Richard would not 
have the opportunity, as the Richards’ 
wardenship would soon be cut short. On 
28 August 1793, the royalist Chevalier of 
Rougeville dropped a carnation in the 
queen’s cell, which contained a message 
rolled up in its petals.

Marie Antoinette later testified that 
the message revealed the following vague 
phrases: “What will you do? What do you 
plan to do? I’ve been in prison, but I was 
saved by a miracle. I will come Friday.” 
There was also an offer of money, perhaps 
to bribe the guards, and a promise that 
Rougeville would return on Friday. The 
queen used a pin to prick a note that 
said: “I am kept in sight. I cannot talk to 
anyone. I trust you. I will come.”

This was the first incident of what was 
known as the Carnation Affair, a plan 
to help the queen escape, and it could 
very well have succeeded. Rougeville did 
return on Friday to escort the queen to 
safety, but a guard who had been bribed 
stopped the queen at the last minute 
from leaving the premises, for reasons 
unknown. The plot had failed and the 
queen was transported back to her cell.

All parties in the affair were 
questioned by the authorities, but 
the queen was evasive, careful not to 
incriminate anyone. The Richards, 
however, were relieved of their duties 
and imprisoned for their negligence. 
They were not released until after the 
queen’s execution, after which Madame 
Richard returned to work and was often 
praised by the prisoners for her kindness. 
Three years later, however, she was 
murdered by a desperate convict who 
was reportedly ‘maddened’ by a sentence 

of 20 years in irons. When Madame 
Richard handed him a bowl of soup, he 
stabbed her in the heart with a knife. She 
died within minutes.

21 SEPTEMBER 1793
Following the Carnation Affair, the 
Richards were replaced by the warden 
of La Force prison, Monsieur Bault, and 
his wife. The warden of the Conciergerie 
was not a coveted post and the Baults 
hesitated before contemplating the 
responsibility, aware that Richard and his 
wife had just been arrested.

On the other hand, the Baults were 

indebted to Marie Antoinette, who had 
patronised them when she was queen. 
And when the couple discovered that the 
brutish caretaker of the Temple prison 
was being considered for the wardenship 
at the Conciergerie, the couple quickly 
solicited and obtained the position. They 
looked forward to using the opportunity 
to console and soften the captivity of 
their former mistress, as they had done 
for the royal prisoners of La Force.

But times had changed. Since the 
departure of the Richards, wardens 

could no longer shop for food 
provisions for the queen; 

suppliers had to pass through 
the prison checkpoints 
with their goods. Although 
Madame Bault’s orders 
were to give her prisoner 
only bread and water, she 

followed the example of her 
predecessors and carefully 

prepared food bought secretly 
from nearby vendors. And 

because Marie Antoinette never 
drank wine and the fetid water of 

the Seine River did not agree with her, 
Madame Bault also took great risk to have 
the pure waters of Arcueil brought to her 
every day.

Monsieur Bault was more cautious. 
On one occasion, the queen reportedly 
offered the prison maid Rosalie a piece 
of white ribbon. After Rosalie left the 
queen’s cell, Warden Bault reportedly 
joined her in the corridor and snatched 
the ribbon directly from her hands. Did 
he fear for Rosalie’s life, or perhaps his 
own, for receiving such a small gift from 
the queen?

“I am very sorry to have vexed that 

WILL BASHOR is the 
author of Marie Antoinette’s 
Head: Prisoner No. 280 in 
the Conciergerie (Rowman 
and Littlefield, 2016)

poor lady, but my post is so difficult that 
a mere nothing is enough to make one 
tremble,” he said, according to a later 
account. “I can never forget that poor 
Richard and his wife are at the bottom 
of a dungeon. In God’s name, Rosalie, do 
not commit such acts of imprudence, or  
I should be a lost man.”

THE COST OF COMPASSION
Marie Antoinette’s feelings may have 
been hurt by Bault’s reaction, but she 
surely recognised the danger that came 
from being her warden. The former 
warden’s family currently sat in prison 
and could soon be escorted to the scaffold 
for their compassion. Yet on another 
occasion, Warden Bault had risked his 
life, worrying about the queen’s comfort 
in a cell without any stove for heat. When 
the queen asked for a cotton blanket 
to be placed on her bed, Bault asked 
the prosecutor Fouquier-Tinville if he 
could procure one. “You dare ask?” the 
prosecutor reportedly snapped. “You 
deserve the guillotine!”

16 OCTOBER 1793
The Baults’ wardenship did not last long. 
Marie Antoinette’s lengthy trial began 
with a 15-hour session on 14 October and 
a 24-hour session over 15-16 October. 

“I was a queen, and you took away 
my crown; a wife, and you killed my 
husband; a mother, and you deprived me 
of my children. My blood alone remains: 
take it, but do not make me suffer long.” 
She is reported to have said after the 
prosecutor read his indictment. After  
10 weeks in the Conciergerie, the queen’s 
incarceration was coming to an end. The 
verdict of the jury was affirmative. It was 
4.30am when she heard her sentence: 
death by guillotine. She didn’t utter  
a single word.

After guards returned Marie 
Antoinette to her cell, she asked 
Warden Bault for a pen and  
paper. He complied and she wrote 
a letter to Elisabeth, her late 
husband’s sister:

“I write to you, my sister, 
for the last time. I have 
been condemned, not to an 
ignominious death – that only 
awaits criminals – but to go 
and rejoin your brother. 
Innocent as he,  
I hope to show the same 
firmness as he did in his 
last moments. I grieve 
bitterly at leaving my 
poor children; you 
know that I existed 
but for them and 

you – you who have by your friendship 
sacrificed all to be with us.”

When the queen finished the letter, she 
reportedly kissed each page repeatedly, 
folded it without sealing it, and handed 
it over to Warden Bault. The gendarme 
standing guard outside the cell likely 
observed this because, when Bault left 
the queen, the guard confiscated the 
letter and it was taken to Fouquier-
Tinville. Elisabeth would never receive 
the queen’s last testament.

At 11am the next morning, on  
16 October 1793, the executioner Sanson 
appeared. Madame Bault confirmed that 
Sanson cut the queen’s hair and that the 
queen, looking back, saw the executioner 
place the locks of hair in his pocket. “This 
I saw,” said Madame Bault, “and I wish  
I had never seen that sight.”

At 12.30pm, Marie Antoinette was 
seated in an open cart and driven to 

the guillotine at the Place de la 
Revolution. After the queen’s 

head fell it was shown to the 
crowd, who cried: “Vive la 

République!” d

A GRAVE MATTERFollowing her execution, Marie 
Antoinette’s body was tossed  
in an unmarked grave in Paris’ 

Madeleine cemetery. However, in 
1815 – during the restoration of 
the monarchy – the remains 
were reburied in the Basilica 

of St Denis, where they still lay today.

INSET: The royalist 
Alexandre Gonsse de 
Rougeville plotted to 
free the queen from 
prison – but his plans 
were quickly rumbled

ABOVE LEFT: As a result 
of the incident, Marie 
Antoinette was sent to 
a new cell where the 
only form of privacy 
was a modest screen

Marie Antoinette was executed in front of 
jeering crowds on 16 October 1793, clad in a 
simple white dress with her hair shorn short

A painting depicts Marie 
Antoinette being taken  
to her execution on 16 October 
1793. Separated from her 
children and still grieving for her 
husband, the queen endured 
months of emotional turmoil 
before her death

MARIE ANTOINETTE’S FINAL DAYS

Marie Antoinette’s 
funerary monument  

in the Basilica of  
St Denis, Paris, where 

she is buried alongside  
her husband
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ROBESPIERRE AND THE TERROR

ARCHITECT 
OF TERROR
Maximilien Robespierre may have  
been one of France’s leaders during  
the revolution, but even he wasn’t  
safe from the guillotine’s blade

T
he French Revolution saw 
external and internal warfare 
on a massive scale – from 
war on France’s borders as 
the other major powers of 

western Europe attacked French territory, 
to what became a bloody civil war in the 
Vendée in western France, a region that 
witnessed the great majority of deaths 
during the revolution (see page 32). Set 
against this backdrop of brutality was the 
Terror, a particularly violent period when 
executions, legally sanctioned by the 
National Convention – desperate to stamp 
out even the faintest hint of opposition to 
the revolution – became commonplace; 
official executions numbered around 

17,000, but many more thousands  
were killed. 

There is disagreement among 
historians as to when the Terror actually 
started – whether it began with Louis 
XVI’s execution in January 1793 or during 
the political upheaval of the subsequent 
months – but its seeds were certainly 
sown by the September Massacres of 
1792. Occurring around two weeks 
before the First Republic was instituted, 
over the course of four days and nights 
between 1,100 and 1,600 prisoners in 
nine of Paris’s 13 jails were killed – half 
of the capital’s prison population. The 
vast majority of the victims weren’t 
necessarily anti-revolutionary figures 

sympathetic to the monarchy; many were 
apolitical common criminals, as well as 
women and children incarcerated for 
various reasons. Also among the victims 
were 200 Swiss soldiers who were 
executed out of fear that they would be 
freed should Paris be attacked by royalist 
and/or foreign armies, who the Swiss 
would subsequently join to attempt to 
quash the revolution.

FACTIONAL BATTLES
The September Massacres prompted  
a wave of accusations, denials and  

“FRANCE HAD
DESCENDED INTO A

TANGLE OF DIVISION
AND DISORDER”

tactics. In December 1793, the National 
Convention formally invested executive 
powers into the committee, but by 
then it had already been operating in 
an increasingly dictatorial fashion. 
Robespierre was undeniably the 
committee’s kingpin and a man who had 
helped to strengthen the Revolutionary 
Tribunal, a court specifically convened to 
put the revolution’s political opponents 
on trial. The Tribunal would become a 
crucial tool of the Terror that was further 
implemented over the subsequent 

months, atrocities for which Robespierre 
would be forever associated.

The Terror was unleashed against a 
backdrop of deep fear, one that bordered 
on paranoia for the more radical 
revolutionaries. Not only was there fear that 
foreign powers would succeed in wresting 
control of France and overthrowing the 
Republic, but there was also great suspicion 
that spies and counter-revolutionaries were 
set on undermining the French economy 
in an attempt to provoke a working-class 
uprising against the First Republic. 

CHOPPING AND CHANGING
It was deemed that the most efficient way 
of relieving this paranoid pressure would 
be to simply eradicate those viewed as 
enemies of the state. In September 1793, 
the Law of Suspects was passed, clearing 
the path for the brutality to follow. The 
legislation set out the reasons why any 
citizen could be instantly detained. All 
manner of treasonous behaviour could 
be cited – even something as relatively 
trivial as hoarding grain. Simply speaking 
ill of the government could result in a 
very grave scenario. 

The Revolutionary Tribunal dispensed 
swift punishment, sending many 

counter-accusations 
among the revolutionaries, 
widening the fissure 
between the increasingly 
radical Jacobins and the 
more moderate Girondins. 
Maximilien Robespierre was 
the foremost Jacobin, an agitator 
whose words and deeds had provided 
plenty of fuel to the overthrowing of 
the monarchy the previous month. 
Robespierre denied the allegation that 
the September Massacres were part of 
a Jacobin conspiracy to grab power but, 
while acknowledging their illegality, he 
also stressed the inevitability of such 
violence in a heated political climate 
intent of fundamental societal change. 
“Citizens,” he asked, “did you want a 
revolution without revolution?”

But as shocking as the September 
Massacres were, Robespierre would 
come to be indelibly associated with 
violence and death on a much wider 
scale. One of the members of the Estates-
General – that later became the National 
Assembly – Robespierre was a lawyer 
who was elected as the deputy for Paris 
in the National Convention three years 
later. He would be pivotal in the post-
monarchy power struggle, which took 
a major turn in the spring and summer 
of 1793 when the dominant Girondin 
deputies in the Convention were purged 
in the Insurrection of 31 May–2 June. 
Their removal from power followed huge 
demonstrations before the Convention 
by sans-culottes, whose angry protests 
were enough to intimidate the national 

legislature into voting for the 
Girondins’ arrest. Rather than 

ushering in a new political order 
and a closely defined constitution, 

France had descended into a bloody 
tangle of division and disorder. 

The newly formed Committee of 
Public Safety aimed to bring order to 
French society, albeit ultimately by 
the deployment of vicious and brutal 

ABOVE RIGHT: Members 
of the Girondin faction 
were rounded up and 
executed, despite 
having once dominated 
revolutionary politics

TOP RIGHT: The head of 
Louis XVI, as depicted in 
a pamphlet published 
by the famously radical 
Montagnards

Louis XVI’s execution in 
January 1793 is sometimes 
regarded as marking the start 
of the Terror

LEFT: A lawyer by profession, 
Robespierre emerged as a key figure 
in the post-monarchy power struggle

RIGHT: A decree issued by France’s 
National Convention in July 1793

A painting shows the Girondins  
being greeted by a crowd of angry 
sans-culottes during the pivotal  
insurrection of 31 May–2 June 1793
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public figures to the guillotine – the 
so-called ‘national razor’. These included 
Louis XVI’s queen Marie Antoinette; his 
lawyer Guillaume Malesherbes; the first 
post-revolution mayor of Paris Jean-Sylvain 
Bailly; and several of Robespierre’s political 
opponents within the revolution, such as 
Georges Danton, the one-time de facto 
leader of the National Convention. These 

were the more high-profile executions. 
Most were inconspicuous killings, 
the victims being members of the 

Third Estate. Some estimates put the 
purge’s death toll as high as 50,000.

Robespierre tried to offer a justification 
for the violence: “Terror is nothing more 
than speedy, severe and inflexible justice,” 
he reasoned, “a consequence of the general 
principle of democracy, applied to the 
most pressing needs.” Short-term pain, 
apparently, could be meted out for long-
term gain. Bertrand Barère, a colleague 
of his on the Committee of Public Safety, 
was more colourful in his explanation. 
“Terror is the order of the day. This is how 
to do away instantly with both loyalists 
and moderates, and the restless counter-
revolutionary scum.” 

As the Terror gathered an unstoppable 
momentum, its main driver wasn’t 
Robespierre but rather his comrade 

Georges Couthon, another lawyer and also 
a prominent Montagnard in the National 
Convention. In June 1794, as the Terror 
gathered an unstoppable momentum, it 
was Couthon who introduced the Law of 
22 Prairial. This legislation later became 
known as the Law of the Great Terror, and 
was designed, in part, to bring the Terror 
under tighter control, and to deal – one way 
or another – with prison overcrowding, a 
consequence of the Law of Suspects. The 
new law meant that the accused would 
either be found not guilty and freed, or 
found guilty and sentenced to death. No 
other punishment was now available to the 
Tribunal. But no one was immune from 
its reach; there was real fear among the 
deputies of the Convention that the Law of 
22 Prairial, that they had voted for, could 
now be used against themselves.

“A RIDICULOUS DICTATOR”
The Terror’s death toll rose substantially 
in Paris as a result – although declined 
elsewhere in the country – and executions 
were increasingly being held en masse. 
In the words of 20th-century historian 
Donald M Sutherland, “this notorious law 
created a murder machine”.

As the Terror intensified, Robespierre 
became increasingly convinced – not 

unreasonably – that he would soon 
become the victim of an assassination. 
At the National Convention, he accused a 
long-term ally, Joseph Fouché, of launching 
a conspiracy against him, but retracted 
his comments when he realised he was 
in a minority. He then announced that he 
wouldn’t set foot in the chamber again if 
he were to be opposed. In the choppy wake 
caused by the Terror, the tide was turning 
against Robespierre; his political capital 
was on the wane. He was denounced as a 
“ridiculous dictator” by another former ally, 
Lazare Carnot, who – along with his fellow 
deputy, Pierre-Joseph Cambon – called for 
the Terror to be brought to an end. “Down 
with the tyrant!” rang the calls in the 
Convention. “Arrest him!”

Knowing that they would have to 
dispose of Robespierre or risk being 
disposed of by him, the Convention 
overturned his rule and he was arrested. 
Under a law passed in March 1793, 
Robespierre and his partisans were 
denied the right to defend themselves; 
they were instead declared ‘outlawed’ for 
resisting judgement (a trial) and subject 
to the death penalty without trial.

The following day Robespierre and  
21 of his closest political confidantes were 
executed by guillotine at the Place de la 
Révolution. Robespierre’s death was as 
swift and ruthless as those of the many 
thousands whose lives ended under the 
brutality that he had supported. d
WORDS: NIGE TASSELL

The 15-month period between Robespierre’s execution in July 
1794 and the establishment of a new government, the French 
Directory, in November 1795 was known as the Thermidorian 
Reaction – named after Thermidor, the month of the French 
Republican Calendar when Robespierre was removed from 
power. Outwardly, the Thermidorian Reaction signalled a 
distinct moderation of what had gone immediately before 
it, whether this was a move towards less radical policies, the 
removal of executive powers from the Committee of Public 
Safety, or the declared end of the bloody Terror. 

This is not to say that the Thermidorian Reaction was  
a time of peace and stability, of reconciliation and rebuilding. Far 

from it. The obstinate Robespierre might have been permanently 
removed, but many of his supporters and allies remained in clear sight 
and were subjected to treatment similar to that meted out during the 
Terror. Those on the left of France’s political spectrum were placed 
on trial with due process and if found guilty (an almost inevitable 
outcome) were either imprisoned or executed in their hundreds. 

This wave of recrimination became known as the White Terror, with 
massacres also ordered, and largely performed by a group known as 
the Muscadins. Despite their name meaning ‘wearer of musk perfume’, 
and despite their predilection for the dandiest clothing of the period, 
the Muscadins were a group of brutal, unforgiving street fighters.

Alongside the subjugation of the left, the policies of the 
Thermidorian Reaction shifted France’s political landscape towards 
the centre ground. During the Terror, a policy of dechristianisation 
had attempted to rein in the power of the Roman Catholic Church, 
with thousands of clerics either forced into exile or executed, but the 
Thermidorian Reaction moved back towards religious tolerance, with 
freedom of worship restored. This liberalism extended – in the capital, 
at least – to conspicuous royalist support no longer being punished. 
Economic policy was loosened as well – chiefly the scrapping of the 
Law of the General Maximum, a control on prices and wages. However, 
this ended up causing rampant inflation, adding to the regime’s 
growing unpopularity.

In August 1795, a new constitution was drawn up, one that diluted 
the purer democracy the revolution had favoured. Two months later, 
a royalist revolt against the National Convention was defeated by 
troops commanded by a young Napoleon Bonaparte, but within three 
weeks the Convention was dissolved. Its replacement was the French 
Directory, a five-man committee set up to govern the nation. 

THE THERMIDORIAN REACTION
Robespierre’s gruesome demise paved the way  
for a new, more conservative regime to seize power

“THE ACCUSED WOULD EITHER
BE FOUND NOT GUILTY AND 

FREED, OR FOUND GUILTY AND
SENTENCED TO DEATH”

The number of weeks that the 

so-called Great Terror lasted 

– the most intense and brutal 

period of the Terror7

The arrest and execution of Robespierre and his supporters didn’t mean that violence ended overnight

ABOVE: Robespierre 
mounts the scaffold  
at the Place de la 
Révolution, where 
many of his closest 
confidantes also met 
the same fate

TOP: An artistic 
interpretation of 
Robespierre’s dramatic 
arrest the previous  
day, after his attempt 
to address the National 
Convention

Jacobin politician Georges 
Danton is led to the guillotine 
in April 1794, having been 
convicted of trying to 
overthrow the government

BIG NUMBERS
Vital statistics from one of the  

bloodiest episodes in French history...

50% 
The percentage of the prison population of Paris killed in the September Massacres of 1792

17,000
The official number of 
executions carried out 

during the Terror

c300,000
The number of people detained under 
the Law of Suspects, which ordered 
the arrest of anyone suspected of 

opposing the revolution

86
No fewer than 86 

deputies of the National 

Convention met violent 

deaths during the 

Convention’s duration: 

most by guillotine, but  

a few by their own hand 

to pre-empt execution 36
Maximilien 

Robespierre’s age 
when he was executed 

at the Place de la 
Révolution in Paris  

in 1794
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NAPOLEON’S RISE TO POWER

A LEADER IS BORN
Napoleon Bonaparte shone in his early military career, but what 

allowed him to rise to the top, says Professor Marisa Linton, was his 
exploitation of the instability that followed the revolution

T
he French Revolution had 
brought down the centuries-
old regime of absolute 
monarchy and privileged 
nobility. In its place, the 

revolutionaries founded a new regime 
based on principles of individual liberty, 
equal rights, and popular sovereignty. Yet 
they had not been able to secure this new 
political structure for a new France and 
the ensuing 10 years would be defined by 
instability, bloodshed and war. 

Exploiting that chaos, the gifted army 
officer Napoleon Bonaparte was able to 
seize power in a militarist regime that 
was, in some ways, more autocratic than 
that of Louis XVI, and in terms of the 
millions of casualties of the Napoleonic 
Wars, much more lethal. 

Many young men profited from the 
revolution smashing the stranglehold of 
hereditary privilege and venality, hitherto 
endemic in all parts of ancien régime 
society, forging careers in the higher 

ranks of the army. Napoleon was one of 
them. Although his family were minor 
nobility, they were Corsican – France had 
conquered Corsica in 1769 – and of Italian 
origin, making them the kind of people 
who, before the revolution, were looked 
down upon as foreigners and outsiders. 
By July 1792, Napoleon had been 
promoted to captain in the regular army.

It was the disastrous decision of the 
revolutionary leaders to go to war against 
the European powers opposed to their 
cause that set in motion a chain of 
events that would lead to the French 
government becoming ever more 
dependent on the armies and 
their generals. Tensions were 
further inflamed by the émigrés, 
or French opponents of the 
revolution, mostly aristocrats, 
who had fled abroad and agitated 
for the foreign powers to invade 
France and restore the monarchy and 
the old regime. 

A painting by Antoine-Jean 
Gros depicts Napoleon’s 

victory at the battle of the 
Pyramids in 1798, which 

effectively brought Egypt 
under French control

Girondin leader 
Jacques-Pierre Brissot, 
believed France should 
embark on “a crusade 
for universal liberty”

military career soon arrived in October 
1795 when he was entrusted with the 
suppression of the Vendémiaire uprising, 
a royalist revolt in Paris. 

But his big break came in 1796 when 
he was nominated by Paul Barras, one of 
the Directors, to lead the French army in 
an invasion of northern Italy. His troops 
won some spectacular victories against 
the Austrians, and he established the new 
Cisalpine Republic, with equality under 
the law. To France, he sent back looted art 
treasures and plenty of cash: 15 million 
francs worth in 1796 and a further 35 
million the following spring. 

Napoleon returned to Paris full of a 
new, still more ambitious plan, to mount 
an invasion of Egypt. It would be France’s 
first foray into establishing itself as a 
colonial power in North Africa, and he 
hoped to use Egypt as a route to India to 
challenge British colonial power there.

“The time is not far when we will think 
that in order to truly destroy England, 
we have to take Egypt,” Napoleon wrote 
to the leaders of the Directory. His 
strategy was supported by the foreign 
minister, Talleyrand, a former bishop 
and blue-blooded noble who had turned 
revolutionary before taking fright at the 
Jacobins. Now a key player, Talleyrand 
was a political survivor and cunning 
strategist. Napoleon would make full 
use of Talleyrand’s diplomatic skills, 
even while badmouthing him to others. 
Bonaparte also had secret personal 

ABOVE: Royalist forces clash with Napoleon’s 

men in Paris during the failed Vendémiaire 

uprising of October 1795

RIGHT: Napoleon is declared president of the 

short-lived Italian Republic in 1802 – six years  

after he first conquered northern Italy

The move to war was spearheaded 
by Jacques-Pierre Brissot, leader of a 
revolutionary faction known as the 
‘Girondins’, who declared that France 
must wage “a crusade for universal 
liberty” and export the ideals of the 
revolution abroad. Brissot assumed that 
the people of western Europe would 
welcome French soldiers bringing 
‘liberty’, but he was opposed by a very 
different revolutionary, Maximilien 
Robespierre. He argued that the 
revolution could not and should not be 

spread by invading armies at the point 
of bayonets, giving the prescient 

warning: “No one welcomes armed 
liberators”. Brissot’s strategy, said 
Robespierre, would put France 
and the revolution at the mercy 
of the military elite, whose loyalty 

was far from certain. 
But Brissot’s belligerent rhetoric 

caught the popular mood and 
Robespierre’s opposition to war was 

denounced as ‘unpatriotic’. In April 
1792, France declared war on Austria, 
launching a conflict that would last 
– with two short-lived breaks in 1802 
and 1814  – for a generation, ending only 
with the final overthrow of Napoleon at 
Waterloo in June 1815. Contrary to the 
warmongers’ optimistic expectations, 
the initial war went badly for France. 
For a time, Paris was in danger of falling 
to invading armies. The resultant crisis 
polarised tensions and, in August 1792, 
brought about a second revolution that 
overthrew the constitutional monarchy 
and installed a republic. 

War intensified and by the spring of 
1793, France was confronted by enemies 
on all sides, with Britain joining the 
conflict after the execution of the French 
king in January 1793. It was against the 
backdrop of war that the revolutionaries 
formed a government led by the radical 
group, the Jacobins, who resorted to 
the use of terror, including the new 
invention, the guillotine. 

In the crisis of 1793-94, Robespierre, 
once an opponent of the death penalty, 
became, like many other revolutionaries, 
an advocate of terror. Yet he remained 
deeply uneasy at the militarisation of 
the revolution. He warned that military 
expansion put unprecedented power 
into the hands of the generals, pointing 
at historical figures, such as Julius 
Caesar and Oliver Cromwell, who had 
used their ascendancy over their armies 
to seize personal power and topple 
republican or revolutionary regimes. 
Already two French generals, Lafayette 
and Dumouriez, had tried to lead their 
armies against the government. Fearful 
of further betrayals, revolutionary leaders 
used terror to control and eliminate any 
generals whose ambitions, loyalty and 
competence had come under suspicion. 
They took no chances. During 1793 to 
1794, many generals were arrested and 
several executed.

In June 1794, the French armies 
won a major victory at the battle of 

Fleurus against a coalition army led 
by the Habsburg field marshal Prince 
Josias of Coburg, which ended the 
danger of invasion and thus the need 
for terror. This paved the way for the 
fall of Robespierre and the Jacobins. 
Robespierre was retrospectively 
stigmatised as being the mastermind 
behind a regime of terror in which, in 
reality, many revolutionaries had been 
deeply involved. 

The revolutionary wars then changed 
track from defensive to expansionist. 
Military success became about exploiting 
the resources of other countries, and 
shoring up the survival of the new 
political regime, the Directory.

BONAPARTE’S BIG BREAK
Napoleon, always deeply ambitious, was 
alive to the new opportunities on offer. 
He abandoned his brief flirtation with 
Jacobinism, during which he had been 
imprisoned for a time after the fall of 
Robespierre, and a chance to rescue his 

“NAPOLEON RETURNED
TO PARIS FULL OF A NEW,
STILL MORE AMBITIOUS

PLAN, TO MOUNT AN
INVASION OF EGYPT”

Napoleon encounters 
plague victims in  
Jaffa. Even though  
his campaign in the 
Middle East was a 
failure, the general 
painted it as a victory
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motives for fixing on Egypt, stemming 
from his belief in his own ‘great man’ 
destiny. He was consciously walking in 
the footsteps of Alexander the Great, 
hoping to replicate the Macedon king’s 
conquest of Egypt.

The French armies arrived in Egypt 
in July 1798 and Napoleon presented 
himself as the bringer of liberty, declaring 
that his aim was to help the Egyptians 
throw off their Mamluk oppressors 
while respecting their religious beliefs 
and cultural customs. In a proclamation 
to the Egyptians, he stated: “I am come 
to restore your rights, punish your 
usurpers, and raise the true worship of 
Mohammed... I venerate, more than  
do the Mamluks, God, His prophet,  
and the Koran.” He also presented his 
invasion of Egypt as a force for scientific 
progress and European Enlightenment, 
bringing scientists and artists alongside  
the armies. 

ONE CRISIS TO ANOTHER
Yet after victory at the battle of the 
Pyramids near Cairo, events soon took 
a dire turn for the French. In early 
August, they were heavily defeated in 
Aboukir Bay by the British naval fleet 
under the command of Horatio Nelson, 
in what became known as the battle of 
the Nile. British ships then blockaded 
the French, trapping them in a hostile 
environment among an increasingly 
hostile population. Napoleon’s soldiers 
were ill-equipped for a campaign in the 
heat of the desert: lack of water, lack of 
food, and spreading sickness decimated 
their ranks. 

Not willing to give up, Napoleon 
ordered an extension of the invasion into 
the western edges of what is now the 
Middle East. His soldiers took the city of 
Jaffa, massacring thousands of its civilian 

inhabitants, before many of the French in 
their turn fell victim to the plague. 

Seeing the scale of the debacle and 
hearing that a renewed political crisis in 
France was offering the opportunity he 
had been seeking, Napoleon slipped away 
in secret, abandoning the soldiers and 
evading the British blockade. He arrived 
back in October 1799, before news could 
spread of the extent of his military 
disasters. Ever the astute propagandist, 
and never more so than at this moment, 
he presented himself as a victor, with 
large crowds turning out to welcome him 
as France’s potential saviour. 

Meanwhile, the Directory lurched 
from one crisis to another, its leaders 
determined to avoid any return to the 
political radicalism and violence of 
the early 1790s, and becoming more 
reliant on the military to stave off the 

threat posed by royalists on the right 
and Jacobins on the left. Corruption 
was rife, with individuals making vast 
sums of money from the political and 
social crisis, particularly out of lucrative 
contracts to supply the armies. 

A group of leaders, including 
Talleyrand and the Director Emmanuel-
Joseph Sieyès, another former 
revolutionary, determined to initiate a 
coup to bring down the Directory and 
install a strong military leader in its 
place. Another Director, Barras, was 
notoriously corrupt and it was a simple, 
if expensive, matter to buy his silence 
and acquiescence. Even so, it was nearly 
not Napoleon who was the beneficiary 
of the last crisis of the Republic. Sieyès 
personally disliked Napoleon and turned 
to him only when his first choice for 
a military leader, general Barthélemy-
Catherine Joubert, died fighting in Italy.

SEIZING POWER
The coup of 18 Brumaire – the date 
according to the revolutionary calendar,  
9 November 1799 – that brought Napoleon 
to power became an object lesson in how 
to destroy an elected government. With 
the executive power of the Directory 
nullified, it remained only to bring 
down the legislative parliamentary body. 
Napoleon’s brother, Lucien, succeeded 
in getting himself elected as president of 
the Council of Five Hundred, the main 
parliamentary body, thus giving himself 
a deciding voice. A lie was concocted that 
the Jacobins were planning a conspiracy 
to attack the deputies. The Council of Five 
Hundred was moved out of Paris to Saint-
Cloud, supposedly for its own safety, 
but in fact making the deputies more 
vulnerable to a military takeover. 

The plan was that Napoleon would 
enter the debating chamber to address 

the deputies directly, and 
explain the rationale leading 
him to assume power. When 
he later recalled his part in the 
coup, he presented himself 
as the master of events and 
heroic saviour, rising above 
party faction to bring order 
and security out of chaos. 
The reality was far different: 
Napoleon was no public 
speaker, and when met with 
furious opposition shouting, 
“Down with the dictator!” he 
stammered and was barely 
coherent. Eventually he 
fainted and fled the chamber. 

It was Lucien who saved 
the day for the Bonapartes by 
going outside to the soldiers 
guarding the Council and 
telling them that his brother 
was being threatened by 
assassins. He assured the 
troops that his brother’s sole 
desire was to defend sacred 
liberty and produced a sword 
which, in a theatrical gesture, 
he held to his brother’s breast, 
vowing to kill him should he 
prove to be a liar. The ploy 
worked. Soldiers entered 
the chamber and used fixed 
bayonets to disperse the 
deputies, who fled for their 
lives through the windows out 
into the park of Saint-Cloud.

Napoleon made many 
promises and assurances – 
that he would protect and 
maintain the Republic; that he 

would defend the principles 
of the revolution; that he 
would stay in power just so 
long as it took to resolve the 
political crisis and ensure the 
security of the state. He kept 
none of them.

One of Napoleon’s 
greatest tactical assets as a 
leader would be his ability 
to cement his popularity 
through the application 
of plausible lies skilfully 
delivered to a public ready to 
believe him. For those who 
remained unconvinced, he 
would be equally ready to 
employ coercion and ruthless 
repression. Napoleon’s regime 
was not a naked military 
dictatorship. He was careful  
to maintain the appearance, 
at least, of a consultative 
regime, with elected 
assemblies and plebiscites. 
Real power would rest firmly 
in Napoleon’s hands, but he 
knew that his popularity and 
his acceptance by the French 
people would depend on the 
continuance of his military 
successes as his armies 
marched across 
Europe. d
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Lucien Bonaparte, 
president of the 
Council of Five 
Hundred, ensured 
that his brother 
was elected First 
Consul

Horatio Nelson’s 1800 victory over 
the French fleet at Aboukir Bay left 
Napoleon’s troops trapped in the 
hostile Egyptian desert

“THE COUP THAT
BROUGHT NAPOLEON

TO POWER WAS A LESSON
IN HOW TO DESTROY AN

ELECTED GOVERNMENT”

During his 1798 invasion of Egypt, 

Napoleon sought to frame himself 

as a bringer of liberty, helping to 

free the nation’s people from their 

Ottoman oppressors 

Napoleon seizes power during the coup of 18 Brumaire (9 November 1799), 
which saw the Directory replaced with the new French Consulate


